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Introduction 

In February 2020, video-sharing website YouTube turns 15 years old. Originally           

spearheaded by 3 former PayPal employees, Chad Hurley, Steve Chen and Jawed            

Karim, the company was eventually bought by Google in November of 2006 for a              

sum of 1.65 billion dollars. The company, now run by CEO Susan Wojcicki, has gone               

through countless developments over the course of its lifespan and is considered the             

heart and soul of creating content on the internet. However, the platform has had its               

fair share of controversies and throughout the last decade, has suffered the biggest             

hit in the form of the “adpocalypse”. 

 

A term coined by its users, the “adpocalypse” first appeared as far back in 2016 after                

YouTube decided to shift their content towards more “family-friendly” videos, which           

in turn greatly affected channels with more mature audiences. It consisted of certain             

companies boycotting the platform as they didn’t want their products being           

associated with the types of content being pushed on the platform at the time. For               

example, one of the main causes for the initial wave of the “adpocalypse” was when               

YouTube gamer, Felix Kjellberg, better known by his YouTube handle, “Pewdiepie”,           

came under fire for posting videos that YouTube deemed to be promoting            

“hate-speech”. As he was the most subscribed channel at the time, this greatly             

affected the platform for content creators. Despite YouTube’s seemingly         

ever-growing popularity, the site is still managing to find itself at the centre of              

controversy among independent artists and creators. A question has been raised           

whether YouTube is able to continue being a viable source of income for young              

creators and artists, as some advertisers are against having their products appear            

ahead of material that could be deemed controversial. For this study, I will be              

questioning YouTube’s viability by assessing other platforms and comparing         

perceptions between users and their economic sustainability. 
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Literature review 

An article written by Franki Hay for web blog, Voice Magazine, addresses the various              

problems of being a smaller content creator on YouTube today as well as             

referencing YouTube’s failure to profit as a company. Hay explains, “whilst its net             

worth soars above platforms like Instagram and Twitter (according to          

socialmediatoday.com), Google have actually confirmed in past years that YouTube          

has yet to break even in terms of profit”. She continues, “Another hugely common              

misunderstanding is that all creators (or YouTubers as they are more commonly            

known) make huge amounts of money...” (Hay, 2018). The writer continues to            

disprove “myths'' around income to be made from being a content creator on the              

platform. She dispels the illusion that to be “rich on YouTube'', you must have              

somewhere between 100 thousand to 500 thousand YouTube users subscribed to           

your channel by explaining, “for some who might be considered ‘successful’ creators,            

it’s barely enough to be sustainable”. She goes on to theorise that the adpocalypse              

stemmed “from the fact that videos containing such horrifying graphic content as mild             

swearing, light-hearted political discussion, or mental health conversation were         

caught up in the mix.” With these quotes in mind, you can deduce that the writer is                 

not optimistic about YouTube’s future which is an opinion that possibly is not             

favoured among the majority of other writers addressing this topic. What the article             

has highlighted for me is how YouTube’s ‘bumps in the road’ are what may possibly               

eventually lead to its demise. However, in the paragraph in which the writer             

addresses the adpocalypse, she fails to mention the several stages of the online             

epidemic. While it is true that the initial wave of the adpocalypse was stemmed from               

general non-family friendly content on YouTube, the waves that followed were in fact             

more in relation to child-content on the platform. The channel named, “Toy Freaks”,             

is usually targeted as the main culprit for the second wave of the adpocalypse due to                

the controversial nature of their content. Single father, Gregory Chism, started the            

channel in 2012 but terminated in 2017 due to the fact that many viewers felt that the                 

content bordered on abuse and exploitation with some of the videos depicting the             

children in pain and even sometimes vomiting. Whilst, the writer's article is dated             

back to February 2018, this controversy was already very much in public domain as              

this erupted in late 2017. This is a key element that made the adpocalypse a               
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historical moment that I believe would have driven her article into more relevant             

territory.  

 

Upon further research on this topic, I found that the results of how much money the                

majority of YouTubers make is more surprising than I first thought. An article written              

by online publication, Observer (Cao, 2018), in 2016 published an article discussing            

the topic. The article claimed to have discovered that 3% of YouTubers gather 90%              

of all YouTube’s views. The article begins by bringing up similar points to the              

previous articles, referencing and quoting myths laid out by various media outlets            

that hypothesize how much YouTubers make. This is a trend I quickly found when              

gathering research where it seemed that numerous writers were attempting to           

destroy this myth. However, the article continues by addressing a study by Mathias             

Bartl who is a professor at Offenburg University of Applied Sciences in Germany.             

Bartl wanted to research the distribution of page views on YouTube since the             

company’s founding in 2005, and this led to his key finding that the bigger channels               

were growing larger and the smaller channels were becoming less visible. In an             

interview with Bloomberg, Bartl explained that even the top 3 percent of the most              

popular YouTube channels attracted roughly 1.4 million views every month.          

However, the writer believes that this only equates to $16,800, and further explains             

that this figure is “less than one-third of the U.S median household income”, going on               

to say, “for the bottom 97 percent of YouTubers getting to that level is nearly               

impossible”. What this article succeeds in is its attempts to provide the reader with              

plenty of facts and figures about having a lucrative career on YouTube. Despite this,              

and due to the fact that YouTube culture changes so rapidly, these facts and figures               

are unreliable by today’s standards as an article posted in 2020 by Intuit Turbo              

provides a more accurate dissection of the topic. This article delves into the specifics              

of how much money YouTubers can make from AdSense per view (estimated            

between $0.01 to $0.03). As well as this, it scales the figures up by showing the                

reader how much can be made from a minor 1,000 video views ($3 to $5).  

 

Whilst conducting my research, I was beginning to feel negative about YouTube’s            

viability for independent artists. Assuming that this might be the case, I began             

searching for what could possibly be a better alternative. As an avid user of              
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Bandcamp, I started doing some research into what makes Bandcamp a hub for             

many independent artists. I found an article written by an online magazine, Oil Tunes              

(Oh, 2018), titled, “Why Bandcamp is the best platform for independent musicians”.            

The article breaks the pros down into several paragraphs, beginning by comparing            

the platform with others like, Soundcloud, iTunes, Spotify. The article explains,           

“Bandcamp gives you control of the commercial aspect of your music business. And             

if you are an artist/musician, sometimes that part is the most difficult.” To further              

explain this, the writer is referencing how Bandcamp allows users to consume and             

pay for an artist’s music/merchandise. For example, note the fig. 1 and fig. 2              

appended at the end of this document. Pictured are 2 screenshots of post-punk             

band, Pile, who have been using Bandcamp for several years. Fig 1. depicts their              

homepage, which contains their entire discography, as well as merchandise and a            

community board where artists can keep in contact with fans directly. The writer’s             

next point of call is sound quality, as well as its function as a streaming service. The                 

writer points out that “Bandcamp is one of the only places that offers high quality               

downloads like .aiff, .wav or .flac”. While this is true, this may not be as much of a                  

selling point for average consumers of music that stream music via Spotify or             

YouTube and which operate on a lower bitrate format than Bandcamp. The writer’s             

next point is Bandcamp’s colloquial emails that they send to artists when they’ve             

made a purchase. These contain phrases like, “Ba-da-boom! Another £10” or           

“Cha-ching! Another £5”. While this does make for a more pleasant user experience,             

I don’t view it as an integral part of why the company has such a passionate                

audience. However, in the same paragraph, the writer does briefly mention an            

element that I think is relevant to my study. Once you make a purchase on               

Bandcamp, you are shown on the album page as a supporter. The writer continues,              

“They can leave a review and you can contact them and thank them personally.”              

While it can be argued that you can still do this on a platform like YouTube using the                  

comment section underneath a video, the high-profile nature of the platform leads a             

lot of user’s comments to get lost in the sheer volume of other comments. While               

Bandcamp does feature more independent artists, the artist’s themselves are usually           

in control of their Bandcamp page, giving them more creative control over their             

output on the platform while YouTube and Spotify are typically run by a record label’s               

distribution and PR team. The writer’s next two points are one of importance to this               
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study. They further reference the “within-arms-reach” community nature of the          

platform however, they begin to mention the importance of Bandcamp’s “Selling           

Right Now” carousel. This is where you can see real time purchases of users              

purchasing music (see fig. 3). The reason why the writer believes this to be such an                

important aspect of what makes the platform great is due to how it contradicts the               

perceived “people don’t buy music anymore” culture. The writer credits the carousel            

that discourages this debilitating mindset that leads many artists to eventually lose            

faith in what they are doing. Based on the previous texts I’ve read, there are not                

many areas on other platforms in which this type of positivity is shown. This article is                

a good example of showing the importance and potential viability for independent            

artists to possibly make a living making music. However, one could argue that             

because the writer confesses to be an avid user on the platform, his thoughts on the                

topic are biased and one-sided. Even so, it does provide the reader with plenty of               

genuine and intriguing information on the topic.  

 

Another platform it is worth mentioning is the live-streaming service, Twitch. Put            

simply, Twitch is most well-known for producing the most popular competitive video            

game streamers over previous years, with content creators such as Ninja, Dr            

DisRespect and Tfue just to name a few. Whether Twitch has a place in the future                

for online video content is still up for debate, however, upon reading an article              

published by The Verge in December of 2018, it questions a similar thought process.              

The article is titled, “Twitch is giving more creators money, but it couldn’t keep              

YouTube’s biggest names” (Alexander, 2018), which upon first glance gives us an            

answer to our previous question. On the other hand, with further reading, the article              

does provide us with some intriguing facts. The article theorises why creators on             

YouTube moved to Twitch but then switched back to YouTube as their main form              

producing content. The article gives us examples such as Casey Neistat who is             

quoted saying, ‘“I really leaned into Twitch hard when I wasn’t producing YouTube             

videos.” What we can take away from this is that what separates Twitch from              

YouTube is how streamers can present the content. For instance, Casey Neistat,            

who is an American YouTuber who specialises in vlogs and filmmaking and has also              

accumulated nearly 3 billion views on his YouTube channel, moved to Twitch while             

he was getting his production company off the ground. With the time consuming             
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nature of Neistat’s usual YouTube content, Neistat moved to Twitch as it meant that              

he could still maintain a connection with his audience while not being present on the               

former platform. As the article puts forward, “There’s a difference between uploading            

a daily edited video to YouTube that often requires hours of filming, and             

livestreaming eight hours a day while interacting continuously with a live audience.”            

Another lesser-known streamer that the article suggests is former Polygon intern,           

Thomas Biery, who began streaming in the summer of 2018. Between June of 2018              

and December 2018, Biery claimed to have made more than 1,000 dollars in that              

time, He explains, “To most people, that is not a lot of money...but to me, someone                

who just graduated from college and someone who has a part-time job, that money              

means that I don’t have to see a big chunk of my savings go to rent.” From this                  

statement, we can suggest that from an economical standpoint, it is possible that             

Twitch can boost someone’s income significantly, providing that they already have a            

main source of income. The article also furthers his statement by quoting him as              

saying, “The best thing about Twitch is that they leave me alone”. This is a trend                

that seems to follow throughout my study where certain creators seem to struggle             

with their own platform interfering with the content they produce. From this article, we              

can conclude that for creators that predominantly produce content on YouTube,           

Twitch provides them with a platform where they can still keep in contact with their               

audience but also doesn’t require the same amount of production value or time. The              

article has given me an extended outlook on the topic at hand as it’s provided me                

with varied perceptions on perhaps why Twitch could not be more viable than other              

platforms. (See fig. 4 and 5 for an example of one of Twitch’s categories page)  

 

Rick Maguire interview 

I was beginning to develop some questions about the specifics of what makes             

Bandcamp such a lucrative platform for independent artists. As a user of Bandcamp             

myself, I felt like this was the best step to take. However, because of my limited                

knowledge and experience, I believed it was necessary to contact an artist who has              

been working on the platform roughly since its creation. I emailed the band, Pile, a               

post-punk band based in Nashville, Tennessee. The band has gathered a           

measurable and passionate fanbase across the US and parts of Europe. I            

discovered Pile’s music on the site during the summer of 2019; I was very interested               
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by their work ethic and their way of distributing the band’s music. I was fortunate               

enough to conduct an interview with the band’s singer and main songwriter, Rick             

Maguire, to discuss Bandcamp’s viability through the eyes of someone who’s been            

working on the scene for a number of years. I began by asking him how his                

experience on Bandcamp has affected the band’s audience growth. Maguire          

responded:  

 

“It's been an invaluable tool. I've been able to see who has downloaded or bought               

our music and contact them directly. I can't think of another platform that offers that               

service. I'm able to see how many people listen to or buy our music in a given week                  

and how they got to our site.”  

 

Based on this response, I gathered that he liked the website and its inclusion of artist                

wellbeing. For my next question, I wanted to test the claim that Bandcamp provides              

both artists and listeners with an overall better experience: 

 

“I have been able to build a mailing list from the information that Bandcamp               

provides. I've been doing this for over ten years and it feels to me much more                

personal than social media.” 

 

The last part of his response I think highlights a very interesting part of this study. As                 

previously mentioned, a part where YouTube falls short is its complete           

oversaturation of content and its users, where in 2018, the Business Insider            

discovered that over 1.8 billion users were joining the site every month. Every             

comment seems to get lost after a short amount of time. Maguire’s response seemed              

to put any scepticism on the topic to rest. However, to gather a more definitive               

answer, I furthered the interview by asking whether he felt as if Bandcamp allowed              

artists to have more control versus platforms such as YouTube or Spotify: 

 

“Most definitely. With Spotify and YouTube, you're just living in their world,            

whereas with Bandcamp you get to create your own world within theirs. Artists             

can sell their own merch, list shows, and link to other social media from their               
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bandcamp page. I believe it's more important to have a Bandcamp page than to              

have a website or any other social media.” 

 

Maguire illustrates a similar point made by the article written by Oil Tunes, wherein              

artists have far more control over their own personal Bandcamp pages rather than,             

as Maguire says in relation to other platforms, “you’re just living in their world”. For               

my next question, I wanted to understand Maguire’s experience as a listener and just              

a general consumer of the site. I asked him how much Bandcamp has influenced              

him in terms of finding new music: 

 

“Their writing is really good and their interest in covering different scenes is             

inspiring.” 

 

As many users agree, Maguire’s point is one of truth. The site’s articles are              

considered one of the stronger selling points. As Maguire highlights, the articles            

cover a wide variety of topics and scenes providing users a new insight into a genre                

and/or scene that they had not initially known of. My next point of interest was how                

much his opinion has changed on the music industry over the course of his career. I                

was keen to ask this as considering his extensive experience in the industry, the              

band appears to have a “D.I.Y” work ethic based on other interviews I’ve read about               

on similar topics. Maguire responded with: 

 

“I've never really trusted the industry much, and I still don't. Luckily, I've found people               

to work with whom I trust. It's helpful that there are platforms like Bandcamp for               

artists who prefer to be self-reliant.” 

 

From his answers, we can safely make the assumption that in terms of an artist’s               

standpoint, Bandcamp provides artists with the freedom and motivation to distribute           

their music and merchandise in lucrative and interesting ways. As well as this, we              

understand that despite YouTube and Spotify’s ease of accessibility, in terms of            

finding new and engaging music, Bandcamp does give listeners and artists alike a             

unifying and enlightening experience. I concluded the interview by extending the           

previous question. Because of my concerns regarding whether Bandcamp is          
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potentially subject to falling into the same trap which other platforms fall into, I asked               

Maguire whether he was expecting a major shift in the way we distribute music in the                

future? 

 

“I think a shift should always be expected. There was a wave of thought that no one                 

would buy music anymore when the radio started playing it. Technology, culture and             

politics will always change and I think that the way art is both distributed and               

consumed will respond to that change.” 

 

From this response, I gathered that he believed that whatever the “norm” is at the               

present time for the industry, it is always subject to change. A point of interest in this                 

quote is how he references how the industry only reacts when it’s pressured to by               

external forces such as, “technology, culture and politics”. With internet culture           

moving on an undeniably fast trajectory, it’s important to speculate that what and             

how we are consuming in music media right now, may not be the same in 15 years                 

time.  

 

Methodology  

 

To consolidate my research, I used SurveyMonkey to collect data from a small group              

of people who are musicians, artists and content creators on YouTube. I felt this              

group of people would be best equipped to speak about this topic as they are more                

likely to have extensive knowledge and provide more informative and illuminating           

responses to my survey. My survey mostly involved open questions, as well as a few               

“strongly agree to strongly disagree” style questions. I felt this would be a logical              

move in order to gather mainly qualitative data relevant to my study.  

 

Due to the small amount of people answering my survey, analysing the data proved              

to be fairly stress free. However, because of this, I encountered problems in terms of               

calculating a majority vote which would not have been an issue if I had had more                

respondents and data to analyse from. 
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The first question (see fig. 6) I wanted to ask in this survey was how long the user                  

had been watching content on YouTube. I felt like this was an appropriate question              

to ask because of YouTube’s development in the past 15 years and how regular              

users had reacted to its changes, from its humble beginning as another simple             

video-sharing website to a flagship of Google’s subsidiaries.  

My next question was whether these users felt like internet personalities have been             

fully integrated into mainstream media (see fig. 7). My reasoning behind asking this             

question was because of YouTube’s overwhelming popularity and mass production          

of content creators. For example, Pewdiepie who currently boasts over 100 million            

subscribers, posts daily content and nearly all his videos gather 2-3 million views             

before 24 hours of posting. In comparison to a television programme in a similar              

style to the content in which Pewdiepie posts, The Daily Show with Trever Noah              

which airs every Monday through to Thursday on Comedy Central, has an average             

of 1.3 million viewers per episode according The Hollywood Reporter (Rose, 2019).  

 

Former YouTuber - Lily Singh, made the transition from internet personality to late             

night talk-show host on one of America’s most popular television networks. My next             

question focused on how the survey respondents felt about internet personalities           

making this transition, using Lily Singh as the example (see fig. 10 and 11). My               

thought process behind this was two-fold. While researching this topic, I found a             

video by YouTuber, Eddy Burback, who mostly specializes in commentary videos.           

Back in late-2019, Burback posted a video about how late-night television in the US              

needs to change. He provided many examples where he dissected each host’s            

presenting style and approach to their late night show. He referenced the “fake”             

nature of present-day talk shows and the importance of modernization (Burback,           

2019). As well as this, he mentions how Lily Singh has been dropped into a medium                

and has conformed to the common late night stereotypes. Another reason I decided             

that this was a relevant point for questioning was because a point of interest for this                

study is how artists and entertainers alike transition into mainstream media as            

YouTube is growing ever-popular with a larger demographic of people. Depending           

whatever the outcome of this question may be, it is an answer to how audiences               

believe the viability of internet personalities will be affected by such a drastic change              

in medium.  
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Because of the ongoing controversies surrounding the platform, everyone is being           

affected. YouTube has been completely central to internet culture for years; but the             

platform has taken several monumental turns in recent months which could very well             

lead to its ultimate decline. However, many artists have seen a dramatic increase in              

viewers on YouTube. Even more artists have found ways to use the platform to their               

advantage with the introduction of YouTube Live. Artists now have a much closer             

relationship with their fans and are now able to communicate directly with them.             

Fans can also choose to donate money, if they so wish, which goes directly to the                

artists conducting the live stream. However, the possibilities of artists with a smaller             

following achieving similar success is less likely. 

 

For my penultimate question, I asked the people answering my survey whether they             

felt like younger generations are prejudiced against by older generations (see fig.            

12). I was interested in this topic by doing some research into David Willets’s book,               

“The Pinch”. The book focuses on the “baby boomer” demographic and their            

concentrated wealth and hemogenic domineerance over the political and financial          

landscape.  

 

YouTube’s colossal viewership growth over the past several years has caught major            

interest from political parties from both the United States as well the United Kingdom              

(Willetts, 2009). An example of this would be political YouTuber, Candace Owens. At             

age 31, Owens has a large and passionate viewbase due to outspoken political             

ideals and her accessibility in the topic (Nelson, 2019). Because of her ideologies             

and popularity, she caught the attention of President Trump endorsing her beliefs.            

There’s a question to be raised about whether her success is a result of              

endorsement from an older demographic of certain political ideals and financial           

ownership. Further speculation would also bring into question whether she was           

initially used as a tool for the Republican Party to sway younger and marginalized              

voters. The reason why I felt like this was relevant to YouTube’s viability is due to                

more and more political parties using the platform as another way of attempting to              

advertise their party. As complaints circulate regarding the issue, it’s important to            
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speculate whether users will eventually grow tired of this and move on from the              

platform. 

  

My final question was a continuation of the previous (see fig. 13 and 14). I wanted to                 

get a full grasp of people’s opinions on numerous controversies surrounding           

YouTube associated networks and their possessive reputation and mani[ulation. I          

asked the respondents to further explain their reasoning for the previous question.  

 

As you notice in the appendix, the quantitative data is presented in bar graphs as an                

easy way of pinpointing what the majority response was. As you can guess, the              

questions that required an open response were presented in text boxes for the             

respondents to fill in as much as they wanted. While I considered the possibilities of               

doing a face-to-face interview with various respondents, I eventually concluded this           

would be hard to measure and analyse. I felt this way because while the answers               

would be a lot more extensive in their wording, it could plausibly be overwhelming to               

find the most relevant part of the text.   

 

Results 

For my first question, I found that the people who answered my survey had been               

watching YouTube between 10-15 years. From this, we can deduce these users            

have experienced the drastic change in the YouTube platform. The response to the             

next question in the survey was whether audiences felt like YouTubers/internet           

personalities have been fully integrated into mainstream media. The surveyees          

overwhelmingly agreed that they had, despite various statements regarding         

YouTube’s mutual secrecy and parallels between fellow content creators. For          

example, Casey Neistat, a creator with over 12 million subscribers is quoted as             

saying, “there’s a sense of kinship and of intimacy that doesn’t exist in other outlets               

in the same way” (Alexander, 2018).  

 

The responses for the questioning referencing whether internet personalities are          

being integrated into mainstream media were mostly varied. Out of the small sample             

of people who answered my survey, roughly 50% answered in favour of yes and the               

other half swung towards that it’s an overall negative for the platform.  
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When we take a look at the results from the survey, there are things that it can tell us                   

but there are also elements that leave some parts of the study inconclusive. Firstly,              

the responses to the open questions were far more relevant to helping me conclude              

this study as they provided me with far more information and shed light on certain               

topics that I had not initially contemplated. However, due to the fact that I hadn’t               

involved much of these styles of questions, many of the questions took a longer              

amount of time for me to dissect and analyse.  

 

Based entirely on the survey, I would deduce there was no conclusive answer to my               

study as I felt there was no clear majority between the respondents, except from a               

few of the questions. Whilst the results provided me with a brief insight, there was               

not enough evidence to fully delve into. If I were to conduct a similar study again, I                 

would certainly be including mostly, if not all, open questions. Although harder to             

deduce from, they would certainly provide me with a better understanding of the             

topic and open up other avenues of thought. 

 

From what we do have in the survey, there are thoughts among the respondents              

which showcase feelings that maybe YouTube’s golden age is fleeting. For example,            

the results to questions 6 of the survey illustrates that 37.5% of the people answering               

selected “slightly agree”. While unfortunately that is the extent of where this result             

goes, I do not believe it is a huge leap to suggest there may be a shift in where                   

artists choose to distribute their music among the masses. Which leads me onto             

another train of thought? Where could this other platform be? Based on the surge of               

the Twitch community in previous years, there is an area which has been somewhat              

untapped by artists and musicians. The majority of music-related streamers on           

Twitch are based on music rhythm games such as Rock Band and Guitar Hero.              

There are an average of 15 million daily active users and according to Business of               

Apps, there is more than $5,000 to make a month, provided you livestream around              

40 hours a week (Twitch Affiliate Partner Program - Reviews, News and Ratings,             

n.d.). This figure also excludes ad revenue which averages out to $250 every 100              

subscribers. However, with Twitch’s ever-growing community, will it eventually fall          

into the same problem with oversaturation in content that YouTube has? This only             
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leaves us with more questions. Equally, with the majority of the users on Twitch              

being gaming focused, will the out-of-the-norm style of perhaps a band setting up             

and performing a live set on Twitch, attract and surprise other users on the platform?               

Possibly.  

 

To conclude, the question stands, is YouTube a dying medium? Based on my             

research, yes. However, I believe it is a dying medium for up-and-coming artists             

when it comes to making money. According to website, “Onefamily”, YouTubers earn            

revenue from several places: advertising, affiliate links, sponsorship deals,         

merchandise and possibly the most lucrative nowadays, donations through Patreon          

(How much do YouTubers make? | OneFamily, n.d.). While the figures earnt by             

plenty of well-known content creators can be enticing, the reality of the situation is              

less aspirational. An article I have previously mentioned published by the Observer            

certainly proves this concept. If I were to continue to research this topic, I would like                

to possibly venture out and interview content creators that worked in different art             

forms such as painting and graphic design, as I feel it would provide me with a more                 

rounded opinion of the topic as a whole. It is likely these types of artists who post                 

content on the platform are not greatly affected by the “adpocalypse,” as the videos              

they produce are less likely to include profanity and potentially controversial topics.            

Nonetheless, what I have learnt from my study is that just because a platform is far                

bigger in size compared to others that specialise in similar realms, it does not mean               

increased revenue. Further research would suggest other platforms like Twitch and           

Bandcamp both have a passionate and sustainable viewbase. These two sites           

specifically allow their creators/artists to be more experimental and expressive with           

their respective platforms, overall making it a more enjoyable user experience.  

 

I would like to end this study with a quote from my interview with Pile frontman, Rick                 

Maguire, as I believe it rings with much more truth with all this in mind: 

 

“Spotify and YouTube, you're just living in their world, whereas with Bandcamp            

you get to create your own world within theirs” 
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Fig. 5 
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Fig. 8 
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Fig. 10 and 11 
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Fig 13 and 14 
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